Examples of MYP personal projects: Example 1D

November 10th

These following questions will help me define what I wish to achieve through
the personal project and therefore my goal.
• What do I want to achieve through my personal project?
I will like to make a project in which I could help my city or my community. I want to
help it, and improve it; I want to improve something that hasn’t been yet improved:
helping at the same time I am innovating. I will like to make something that could
have certain impact, for instance a positive impact in the environment and the
people.
• What do I want other to understand though my work?
I wish to give others the capacity to open their minds and understand that beyond
their bubbles, we are living in world that has serious problems and we are the only
ones capable of repairing them. I am approaching local problems to show people of
my community that they are no far away from the problematic and that, for
example, "xxx" is a city going through global warming as well.
• What impact do I want my project to have?
With the project, I am hoping to make a call on those who haven’t yet realized the
situation of our surrounding. I want to inform people, I want to help others and also
make my community help others. I wish to create a change in both the city and its
population, or at least my school and the students.
• How can a specific context enrich my project?
Two contexts could help and enrich my project. Once my goal is defined I will choose
just one of the contexts, the first one is “An inquiry into scientific and technical
innovation” or “An inquiry into globalization and sustainability.”
ATL Skill Categories
Communication

Social

Self management

Research

Thinking

Explain why this reflects the ATL skill category you identified?
Thinking: I selected this skill because I identified problems and develop aims, goals and
objectives which will help me define my product and topic of the PP.

Actions arising
Questions to follow up on
Global context reflection

Projects teacher support material

Set the FINAL goal for the personal project and define the FINAL
Topic
Which topic can cause the impact I wish to cause?
Both contexts that were chosen today could help my project in the
future regardless of the topic because I want to lead that way.
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